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long strange trip it a a queer thing happened to america and what a long ... readings of deleuze and guattari,
queer theory, and film theory. one of the central claims of this the landlady full text - literature makes us talk
about life productive uncertainties: deleuze|guattari, feminist ... - productive uncertainties:
deleuze|guattari, feminist theory, and disciplinary boundary crossings courtnie n. wolfgang visual arts
research, volume 39, number 1, issue 76, summer 2013, pp. 52-69 (article) published by university of illinois
press for additional information about this article becoming queer from rhetoric to rhizomes and toward
an ... - my second aim is to clarify deleuze and guattari’s philosophy of becoming, using the metaphor of the
rhizome to link feminist philosophy, queer theory, and subsequent deconstructions of sexual identity. my third
project is to identify what is meant by becoming queer, including how it challenges the authority of
heteronormative institutions. in the political promise of disidentification: assembling ... - deleuze’s
supposed rejections of negativity and the unconscious. to butler’s insights we would add another salient point
of divergence, which is their respective views on materiality. according to jasbir puar (2013), who draws on
giffney and hird (2008), a division of contemporary queer theory has been established within the academia.
gender studies 701 queer becomings: affects, assemblages ... - them, affect theory, posthumanism,
actor-network theory, and assemblage – will be examined specifically in relation to queer subjects and bodies
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includes, and assimilates certain queer bartleby the original the queer - scholarship @ claremont bartleby the original the queer rebecca epstein ... concreteness that theory alone does not. if the central
insight of this thesis is that we must ... (deleuze 83). the nature of bartleby’s critique and the consequent
potential for social change are the focus of this chapter. ontology, neutrality and the strive for
(non-)being-queer - ontology, neutrality and the strive for (non-)being-queer page | 73 introduction it is often
heard that queer theory continues radical feminism by experiencing its aporia. however, the multiplicity of
feminism makes it hard to formulate a clear account of this relation. introduction: fear of a queer planet introduction: fear of a queer planet michael warner "oh, the sly myra breckinridge! nothing can escape fine net
of her dialectic!" myra breckinridgel this special section of social text has two purposes. the first is to suggest
that much social theory could be usefully revised by taking gay politics as a starting point. a queer aesthetic:
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masochism: a queer subjectivity - susan stryker and ed cohen, have articulated concern that the theory
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masochism in dialogue with butler's theories of subjectivity in an attempt to reformulate the notion of queer
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feminist poststructuralism, queer theory and symbolic interactionism. it is precisely because they are post
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queer theory. i say “if” because if his text is read seriously, it cannot help but be seen as a provocation.
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however, i think it is just as crucial to say that if pen-ney is an agent provocateur, he is so for no one but
himself; he is not interested queer times, queer becomings - suny press - queer theory would seem to
advocate. but the bodies and pleasures fou- ... grosz’s and deleuze’s vitalist paradigms require that we think
existence not in terms of being, of what exists, but of becoming, or the being of becoming—that we consider ...
queer times, queer becomings ... goth rhizomes: queer difference in minor gothic literature - the
insights afforded by queer readings in which queer is framed as a verb, the analysis opens up ways of reading
genre through the experimental theories of deleuze and guattari. going beyond identifying major and minor
gothic literature, i propose that we understand the literary gothic as a writing machine that produces gothidentified subjects. roundtable: queer methodologies and/orqueers inmedieval ... - wave of queer
studies (it's now even possible to talk about old school queer theory)i and it seems a timely and important
opportunity (two years after the publication of burger and kruger's queering the middle agesj2to inter rogate
the meeting-placers)between queer theory andmedieval studies. the two have not always been
happybedfellows. another map on the wall: deleuze, guattari and freeman at ... - teaus, as well as on
queer theory – and particularly on eve k. sedgwick’s notion of queer reading and on elizabeth freeman’s notion
of queer temporality – it examines the narratives at work in border crossing. in the same way that spatiality for
deleuze and guattari escapes the historical narratives produced by the state apparatus, the deleuze and
architecture - researchgate - deleuze and architecture ... deleuze and feminist theory ian buchanan and
john marks (eds), ... deleuze and queer theory jeffrey a. bell and claire colebrook (eds), ... sexualities
cultural translation, the author(s) 2011 ... - seeking to insert a queer version of what fe´lix guattari calls
‘micropolitics’ into the macrocultural agenda of the lgbtright. keywords french queer theory, american queer
theory, politics of disempowerment, cultural translation, judith butler, fe´lix guattari the intellectual traﬃc and
irritated fascination that bind france and the usa undead objects of a “queer gaze”: a visual approach to
... - queer theory works with the politics of visibility, the critique of heteronormativity and heterosexual
bisexuality as the norm as well as a criticism of all gay and lesbian identity models. ... (deleuze/guattari)
perspective, which sees in desire a positive force characterized as abundance (starr 7). here, transgender
genealogy in tristan de nanteuil - tree of tristan de nanteuil is shown to answer to queer, rhizomatic, and
folding imperatives. in this way, the article demonstrates that the text’s transgender genealogy contradicts the
anti-generative model of queerness proposed by queer theory’s antisocial turn. this is a manifesto for
transgender theory in medieval studies. access provided by rutgers university at 02/23/13 11:51pm
gmt - sectional analysis is now a prevalent approach in queer theory.1 at the same ... a prominent concept in
the work of gilles deleuze and felix guattari, assemblage seems to inspire doubt about its political
“applicability,” ... theory of intersectionality holds that there is no actual body that is a member of only one
set” (saldanha 2010 ... between ontology and representation: locating gilles ... - though the influence of
deleuze and guattari in geographical thought is hard to ignore, it remains rare for geographers to explicitly or
extensively tackle deleuze as a ‘philosopher of difference’ or to expound precisely and systematically the role
of difference in his philosophy. this is the task we undertake in this paper. download bello and bol var
poetry and politics in the ... - blondes, deleuze and queer theory (deleuze connections), the principles and
art of cure by homeopathy, vaccines, autoimmunity, and the changing nature of childhood illness, muscle
energy techniques: a practical handbook for physical therapists, the lifechanging power of deleuze and the
schizoanalysis of cinema - amazon s3 - contributors ian buchanan is professor of critical and cultural
theory at cardiff university. he is the founding editor o deleuzef studies. gregory flaxman is an assistant
professor of english and comparative literature. the editor of the brain is the screen: deleuze and the
philosophy of cinema (u. minnesota press, 2000), he is currently finishing a book on philosophy, art michel
foucault & gilles deleuze: philosophy as cultural ... - koopman – phil 463/563 (foucault/deleuze) – fall
2012 – page 1 of 5 michel foucault & gilles deleuze: philosophy as cultural critique [gilles deleuze, jean-paul
sartre, & michel foucault at a gip demonstration on 17 jan., 1972] the disenchanted: queer theory
between negativity and ... - of the many things that queer theory has inherited from 20th-century
continental theory––from thinkers such as althusser, lacan, deleuze, derrida, foucault, roland barthes, julia
kristeva, and luce irigaray––is its insistent deconstruction of the ideological structures that govern our issues
in contemporary theory - the university of chicago ... - issues in contemporary theory ... queer theory)
are encouraged to construct lists that cover the requisite four conceptual areas and provide a broad ... gilles
deleuze and felix guattari, anti-oedipus: capitalism and schizophrenia frantz fanon, black skin, white masks
basic category theory - arxiv - basic category theory is not like that. to understand the question is very
nearly to know the answer. in most of the exercises, there is only one possible way to proceed. so, if you are
stuck on an exercise, a likely remedy is to go back through each term in the question and make sure that you
understand queer disconnections: affect, break, and delay in digital ... - with a framework of queer
theory, as an opportunity to think differently about relations through questions of technological ruptures and
deferrals. my bassline for this endeavour is the idea of the break as formative for how we ... (deleuze,
expressionism in philosophy 257). the question of power in spinoza, of what a body can do, is thus progress
in human geography between ontology and ª the ... - anti-racist theory and into geographical scholarship. third, we probe questions that feminists and queer theorists have raised regarding the relevance of
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difference-in-itself for political action. we argue that these debates provide a productive tension and catalyst
(what deleuze might call a ‘differenciator’) for rethinking dif- philosophy and post structuralist theory
from kant to deleuze - philosophy and post-structuralist theory book description: a critique and overview of
contemporary post-structuralist theory.exploring the kantian and phenomenological background of derrida,
deleuze, foucault and irigaray, this book raises some key questions and issues in critical theory. philosophy
and post-structuralist theory: from kant to ... performativity, precarity and sexual politics judith butler gender performativity is one of the core concepts in judith butler’s work. in this paper butler re-examines this
term and completes it with the idea of precarity, by making a reference to ... from feminism, from queer
kinship politics, and also from the gay marriage movement and the issues raised by sex workers for public
safety and economic ... the zombie apocalypse has already happened: queering ... - readings of deleuze
and guattari, queer theory, and film theory. one of the central claims of this project is that the ‘problem’ that
must be confronted by both psychology and the zombie film is the ‘problem’ of the human subject. in the
broadest sense, the viral zombie film confronts the the pot of gold: a queer method for theology. - in
many articles on queer themes, queer is defined as a theory. i prefer the direction chosen by louro, which
states that “queer is a set of knowledge (which goes beyond a theory, which brings to mind systematization
and structure) and a political disposition.”14 this occurs because queer, together with feminist, gay and
lesbian performing interdependence: judith butler and sunaura ... - sunaura taylor in the examined life
kathryn abrams berkeley law follow this and additional works at:https://scholarshipwrkeley/facpubs ... between
feminism and queer theory that was only beginning to take shape at the time of its publication; its excavation
of the ... deleuze on spinoza,10 which she likes because of its focus on deleuze and guattari's immanent
ethics - deleuze and guattari's immanent ethics lorraine, tamsin published by state university of new york
press lorraine, tamsin. deleuze and guattari's immanent ethics: theory, subjectivity, and duration.
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